
Aqua-Fit® 
Sensor Faucets
Sustainability Made Easy

FINISH PLUMBING

Sustainable Ten-Year Battery Life

Hydro·X Power harvests energy with just a few 
activations per day. The technology extends the 
faucet’s battery life for up to ten years or more of 
uninterrupted power.

High-Efficiency Design

Maximize power without impact to flow volume. 
High-efficiency design delivers consistent flow 
volumes from 0.35 to 1.5 gpm and above.

Simplified Install

No special wiring means contractors can skip the 
upfront costs and extra steps typically required for 
high-use applications.

Customizable Features

Prevent overflow and water waste with metering 
mode and timeout configurations. You can also 
customize the line purge and sensor range to 
accommodate your restroom environment.

Our Aqua-Fit Sensor Faucets feature 
hydropower to deliver sustainability at the 
sink. The technology is efficient two ways. 
First, Hydro·X Power generates power from 
the source itself — the water already flowing 
through the faucet. Then, it harvests energy with 
just a few activations. Combined, each fixture 
delivers up to ten years of uninterrupted 
battery life.

Sustainability goes beyond energy and battery 
replacements. Building owners can also save 
water and costs without flowing into the user

experience. The low-
flow options deliver a full 
stream that conserves 
and counts towards LEED 
goals.

Finally, we simplified 
the design and size. The 
Hydro·X Power’s turbine 
fits into the compact body 
to reduce bulk. No wiring 
makes installation easy.



Finish Options:

-BN Brushed Nickel

Power Supply Choices:

-10-Year Hydro-Powered Battery (Included)
-ACA 6 VDC Plug-In Power Converter
-HW6 Hardwired Power Converter

Hydro·X Power

Hydro·X Power turbine system transforms energy from the flowing water into the rotational speed 
and torque of the microgenerator. From there, the Integral LiPo lithium phosphate rechargeable 
battery collects and supplies the energy. Its watertight box protects the electronics system for 
long-lasting hydropower.
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Take charge with sustainable performance.

Concealed Sensor

Hydropower Generator

Field Adjustable 
Timeout Selections

Z6951-XL

FLOW CONTROL OPTIONS

FLOWRATE GPM [LPM] VANDAL RESISTANT
*WATERSENSE 

LABELED OUTLET TYPE

-E 1.5 [5.7] Aerator

-F 0.5 [1.9] Spray

-J 1.5 [5.7] Laminar

-K 1.0 [3.8] Laminar

-L 1.0 [3.8] Aerator

-M 0.35 [1.3] Spray

-N 0.5 [1.9] Laminar

Z6953-XL Z6956-XL

HYDRO·X
P W E RAqua-Fit Sensor Faucets

Our Aqua-Fit Sensor Faucets blends form and functionality. The 
streamlined options complement any modern restroom, while 
the field-adjustable features and vandal-resistant construction 
stand up to all demanding environments. The low-flow rates meet 
WaterSense® or CEC compliance and your water-saving goals.
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